
ACT Luzern / Sierre 2024. 
 
 
this year, ACT Luzern/Sierre are joining 
forces to offer a publication format of 
sorts, not a physical performance 
moment/festival day… 
 
we are interested to collect materials 
and give time + space for “work in 
process” status of works. it will result 
in a compilation of voices and practices, 
from the margins / backstage / inbetween 
spaces.  
 
concretely this means making visible 
texts, notes, sketches, scores, text 
messages, letters, conversations, 
unfinished scripts, try-out texts, poems, 
recipes, playlists, project notes and 
documentation, reflections, questions, 
exercises/warmups and and and...  
 
we want to acknowledge and give space for 
concept work, research work,in-between 
thoughts, unfinished ideas,  
imperfect processes.  
 
“going public” in another way… giving 
another point of space/access/entry to 
ACT. 
 
 
 



the format is still being shaped 
(together with Luzern / Sierre 
students/team), but we invite students 
from Geneva, Zürich, Basel, and Bern to 
think about possible contributions.  
 
this format was much inspired by seeing 
some of the practices of our students, 
how they are in a process towards a 
possible performance (even if they dont 
see it like that or would (n)ever get 
there) ... but trying out with texts, 
references etc. / being in a process / 
reflecting.  
 
in general, we are carrying:  
what is the performance moment, when does 
it begin, who is performing, which 
voices/practices are heard/unheard 
seen/unseen ... 
 
the format (in process – to be shaped): 
 
> (series of) fanzines 
> poster/flyer action 
> a collective gathering/sorting/coming 
together on 25 May 
> digital collection 
> social media visibilities 
> interventions at ACT Bern/Basel/Zürich ? 
> … 

 
 
 



 
the dates: 
 
24. March – submit interest in 
publication (ACT registration form)  
*please include:  
1. length (nr. of pages in A5/A4/A3) 

2. status of the contribution  

(eg. ready, in process) 

3. type of contribution  

	 (eg. conversation, score, images) 
4. if you will join 25 May gathering. 

 
28. March –  
we write you with infos about 
contribution deadlines 
 
10. April – 
@ HSLU (Emmenbrücke) + zoom  
15:30 Uhr: meeting with contributors 
/ about interventions 
followed by apèro + K++V programm 
 
20., 27., April + 4. May – 
interventions at/in ACT Zürich, 
Basel, Bern (tbc…) 
 
25. May –  
day of gathering / “process talks”  
 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
for more infos/questions contact: 
 
tara.lasrado@hslu.ch  


